The Blocklogy Edutech Privatete Limited has group of developers and technology professionals who are passionate about the potential of
decentralized applications. Blocklogy Team has created CertiDApp ("CertiDApp") has a solutions for anyone who are looking & believe on
decentralized Open source Blockchain based platforms.
CertiDApp Privacy
Welcome to CeftiDApp (DApps), a free, open-source, client-side tool for interacting with the blockchain. CertiDApp does not collect, hold, or
store keys, account information, or passwords. CertiDApp do not collect data passively, do not monetize the collection of data, and do not use
your data for marketing or advertising. Certificates are stored on public blockchain ethereum, which means that certificate is broadcasted to
1000s of nodes/computers that secure the network, to witness the certificate issuance. Hence certificate can be seen by anyone. Team is
working on password protected certificates to issue private certificates actually.

THE BLOCKCHAIN
Due to the inherent transparency of many blockchains, transactions that individuals broadcast via CertiDApp Smart Contract may be publicly
accessible. This includes, but is not limited to, your public sending address, the vesting amount, vesting plans, rewards, loans & benefits.
Information stored on a blockchain may be public, immutable, and difficult or even impossible to remove or delete. Transactions and addresses
may reveal information about the user’s identity and information can potentially be correlated now or in the future by any party who chooses
to do so, including law enforcement. Users are encouraged to review how privacy and transparency on the blockchain works.
WHAT WE COLLECT
We do not collect any personal information.
CHANGES TO PRIVACY POLICY
We may modify this Policy from time to time. If we make any changes, we will change the Last Updated date above. We also may provide
additional notice, as applicable, depending on the type of change. If you object to any changes, you may stop using the Services. Your continued
use of the Services after we publish or otherwise provide notice about our changes to the Policy means that you are consenting to the updated
Policy.

